Viz One increases efficiency and collaboration in your sports production, archiving, and online video publishing.

**Advantages and Benefits**
- Local and remote users collaborate to work more efficiently.
- Simple tools to search, edit, and publish media, increasing productivity.
- Easily publish directly to more on-air and online channels.
- Cost effectively repurpose material with the Meta-graphics workflow.
- Simple web interface reduces training and maintenance costs.

**Key Features**
- Automated ingest for files, SDI and IP feeds
- Easy and fast highlight creation
- Import of external metadata such as STATS
- Sports and archive logging
- Remote web-search, preview and editing
- Simple web and mobile production with graphics

**Collaboration is the key to building a winning team**
Viz One provides rights holders and production companies a faster, collaborative, and more productive workflow.

**Easy tools for everyone**
The plugin-free HTML5 web based interface enables remote and local users to easily work in a collaborative environment increasing productivity. It also reduces maintenance costs caused by handling locally installed client applications. Viz One is truly plugin-free meaning it will work on all standard browsers.

**Fast and scalable**
The flexible and open platform enables you to easily replace modules and integrations while you grow your system, making the platform extremely powerful and future proof. Viz One’s robust architecture ensures the right content arrives at the right place at the right time and provides the right performance required for sports.
Integrate systems and automate production
The open REST APIs enables partners to easily integrate and import/export metadata, this will increase the value of the content and reduce operational cost of manual work.

Publish directly to social media and OTT
The Viz One platform is easily expandable with plugins to connect to different online channels such as Youtube and Facebook. In combination with the meta-graphics workflows you can easily brand your videos and increase revenue, monetizing your content. Vizrt offers several types of pre-packaged solutions for Sports to enable efficient workflows. The pre-packaged solutions are designed to be easily expanded based on needs. Expansions are available for multi-platform distribution, archive, as well as more ingest channels.

Reasons for selecting Viz One
- Efficient and fast workflow with fast turnaround
- Easy remote access with web based technology
- Software works on standard IT infrastructure
- Reliable technology with large customer base
- Open and flexible architecture with open REST API
- Efficient workflow with fast turn around
- Modular, allows changes to NLE systems, video servers and much more

Customer references

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FC Barcelona</th>
<th>TV4 Sweden</th>
<th>Globosat Brazil</th>
<th>beIN SPORTS Miami</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Uses Viz One with an archive with the multi-platform expansion to enable partners to access, browse and purchase their media. All images and clips are digitized and can easily be repurposed to web and mobile formats.</td>
<td>Used Viz One for Sports during the 2014 World Cup to enable remote production from Stockholm. Content was ingested in Viz One so producers and editors could search and produce highlights using the built-in proxy editing tools. For more advanced editing needs, users could search and access material from Viz One directly within Adobe Premiere Pro. The system was deployed within a three month timeframe.</td>
<td>Used Viz One for Sports during both the 2014 World Cup as well as the 2012 Summer Games in London to enable a mix of efficient on-location production and remote production. Globosat also uses Viz One for all of their regular in-house sports productions in a large system that can record up to 40 simultaneous games. Games are logged as they are ingested using Viz One’s powerful logging tool and then edited for both Sports and News.</td>
<td>Uses Viz One for Sports with the Avid Integration and archive expansion to enable users to rapidly search and retrieve partial clips from the deep archive directly to their Avid desktop. The system was deployed within a short time-frame in 2012.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Vizrt Support
- 24/7 support through phone or email
- On-site support
- Access to support portal
- Remote access to Vizrt systems
- Vizrt FTP for software updates
- Vizrt Secure monitoring
- Additional professional services
- On-site training
- Access to Viz University

Visit vizrt.com for more information about Viz One